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Maverick Activity Pack
What is a Maverick Activity Pack?

This activity pack is for teachers and parents to help build comprehension and
engagement when guiding their students and children in their reading journey.
There are many activities in this pack that can be used alongside our Early
Reader stories to encourage children to get stuck in after enjoying the story.

Clumpety Bump Early Reader

ISBN: 978-1-84886-386-6
Format: 15x21cm, 32p SB
Bic/CBMC: YQCR/B3M79
RRP: £5.99
Clumpety Bump is the laziest horse ever. His owner, Wally,
wants Clumpety to help him deliver presents to his friends
but Clumpety keeps get distracted! In the end, Clumpety is
told to stay at home. But when Wally’s tractor causes even
more chaos, Clumpety wants to help Wally one more time -
and realises being active isn’t so bad after all!

Phil Allcock & Richard Watson

This Activity Pack is for:
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Colour Me In!
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Fill in the Gaps
Can you remember the words from the story?

1. Clumpety Bump was a horse. A          horse.

lazy           clippity big

2. Wally’s friend Mrs Grumble was         . 

happy   grumpy ill

3. Slippity          , don’t stop!

clop          slop zop

4. But Clumpety thought, “I can’t be          !” 

chocolate   bothered          Jenny

5. He stopped to nibble the          , scrummy leaves.

yummy yucky best

6. “Oh no!” he groaned, “I should have brought              !” 

jam  grapes Clumpety

Tip: 
If you can’t remember

which word is the right one,
have another read of the

story to see if you can 
spot it!
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Fill in a Letter
What is the missing letter?

1. But he loved eating     pples.

o u a

2. “Let’s go across that     ield, Clumpety.”

f d w

3. Wally jumped up and down but he s    uashed the grapes.

p c q

4. The chocolates flo    ted away.

a e i

5. “    ippety zop, don’t stop!”

Z C S

6. He set off on his     rator instead.

d t p

Tip:
If you get stuck, 

sound out the letters and see
which one makes a word.
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Word Search

Clumpety

gallop

grapes

help

jam

lazy

Words:
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log

stream

Wally
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 wordsearch. 10-square. grid words laid out across-and-down. showing grid lines, padded out with random-lowercase-letters.  d
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Write Your Own Story
Write your own story using the characters in the book.
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Answers
Fill in the gaps:
1. lazy

2. ill

3. slop

4. bothered

5. yummy

6. Clumpety

Fill in a letter:
1. a

2. f

3. q

4. a

5. Z

6. t

Wordsearch:
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